Long Island Power Authority

Statement of Commercial System Relief Program Payments

Applicable to Participants in the Commercial System Relief Program
As set forth in the Tariff for Electric Service

Authority Designated Areas: all locations in the Service Territory except where specified below:

Transmission Level Reservation Payment (per kW per Month)
- Up to four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $2.00
- More than four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $2.00

Transmission Level Payment for Performance for Load Relief (per kWh)
- For Load Relief provided during the first four (4) hours of a Planned or Test Event $0.10
- For Load Relief provided beyond the first four (4) hours of a Planned or Test Event $0.10
- For Load Relief provided during an Unplanned Event $0.10
- For Load Relief provided on a Voluntary Basis during Planned or Unplanned Events $0.10

Distribution Level Reservation Payment (per kW per Month)
- Up to four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $5.00
- More than four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $5.00

Distribution Level Payment for Performance for Load Relief (per kWh)
- For Load Relief provided during the first four (4) hours of a Planned or Test Event $0.25
- For Load Relief provided beyond the first four (4) hours of a Planned or Test Event $0.25
- For Load Relief provided during an Unplanned Event $0.25
- For Load Relief provided on a Voluntary Basis during Planned or Unplanned Events $0.25

Payments in Specifically Designated Areas:

The Authority reserves the right to offer different payments for load relief in specifically designated areas of the Service Territory. Circuits in the Authorities service territory eligible for the payments below are identified in the LSRV Statement.

Transmission Level Reservation Payment (per kW per Month)
- Up to four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $3.00
- More than four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $3.00

Distribution Level Reservation Payment (per kW per Month)
- Up to four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $7.50
- More than four (4) Planned or Test Events per Capability Period $7.50

Effective: May 1, 2018